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The Design and Research of Virtualization Platform 
 

Sheng Bai1, Yang Liu2 
1,2School of Northeast Petroleum University, Heilongjiang 163318, China 
E-mail: 1iambaisheng@hotmail.com 

 

Abstract 

Due to the problem of network structure, security, redundant path in traditional network, this can be 
solved by Virtual Local Area Network (VLAN) technology. As the network laboratory in colleges and 
universities is not perfect because of high cost, a virtual simulation tools named Packet Tracer has been 
introduced to computer network experimental curriculum, this paper put forwards the detail design 
scheme by the example of VLAN with three switches, and provides the experiment and theoretical 
analysis and simulation verification. The practice has proved this method not only deepens students’ 
comprehension of network, but also cultivates the students' actual comprehensive ability. 

 
Keywords: Network Connectivity, Virtual Local Area Network, Simulation Result, Visual Simulation 
Emulator. 

 
1. Introduction 

Computer network is becoming more and more significant in our daily life; it is one of the compulsory 
course for the computer professional students. Computer network is a closely integrated theory and 
practice course[1]，which emphasis on student's practice operate ability, but it needs lots of money to 
build network laboratory due to the high cost of network devices[2], so that the perfect network 
laboratory could not be fully realized in many universities, especially in the process of large complex 
network, the operate require high performance network entity equipment such as routers and switches, 
however, the number of students are too much, which can't meet the needs of each student. In order to 
solve this problem, a virtual simulation tools named Cisco Packet Tracer is introduced into computer 
network training course[3], which can provide network simulation, visualization and collaboration 
capabilities. It not only facilitates teaching and learning, but also deepens the understanding of 
knowledge[4]. The traditional network has the problems [5] of network structure, security, redundant path, 
which can be solved by Virtual Local Area Network technology. This paper presents the design and 
implementation example of VLAN in simulation software. This approach is efficient to bring network 
knowledge to students, this way can help students to open their minds and think graphically. 

 
2. Virtual Local Area Network 

Virtual Local Area Network is a technology of Virtual teams, which can divide the devices of local 
area network into small segments, it has the advantages of division flexible, without being limited by the 
physical location, and VLAN has all the features of a physical network segment. The most representative 
standard of VLAN frame identification method is IEEE802.1q，the data frame format is shown in table 1. 
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7B 1B 6B 6B 2B 2B 2B 46-1500B 4B 

Table 1 Data frame format of IEEE802.1 q 
 

3. Experiment Topology Structure 

It is necessary to design effective laboratory exercises to cultivate students' innovation.The topology 
structure diagram is shown in Fig.l，students are asked to build topological structure in Graphical User 
Interface of Cisco Packet Tracer. It includes three switches, which are named respectively with Switch0, 
Switchl, Switch2, there are four computers in Fig.l，which are named separately with PC1，PC2, PC3, 
PC4 from left to right. Meanwhile, PC1 access the fa0/1 port of Switchl，PC2 access the fa0/2 port of 
Switchl, PC3 access the fa0/1 port of Switch2, PC4 access the fa0/2 port of Switch2. Also, the same 
devices of switches are connected by cross line, the gigabitEthernetl/1port of Switchl access the 
gigabitEthernetl/1 port of Switch0, the gigabitEthernetl/1 port of Switch2 access the gigabitEthernetl/2 
port of Switch0, and the port between switches is configured into trunk. At the same time, the IP address 
configuration and VLAN attributes of computers are shown in tablet. 

 

 
Fig. l The Topology Structure of Network Experiment 

 
Computer IP address Subnet mask VLAN 

PC1 192.168.1.10 255.255.255.0 Vlan10 

PC2 192.168.1.20 255.255.255.0 Vlan20 

PC3 192.168.1.30 255.255.255.0 Vlan10 

PC4 192.168.1.40 255.255.255.0 Vlan20 

Table 2 IP address configuration and VLAN attributes 
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4. VLAN Division 

According to Fig. l，there are two Virtual Local Area Network, V1an10 and V1an20, the division of 
VLAN is filled into the following steps. 

  Step one: configure Switchl，divide fa0/1 port into V1an10, divide fa0/2 port into V1an20. 
  Switch1# configure terminal 
  Switch1(config)#vlan 10 
  Switch1 (config-vlan)#exit 
  Switch1(config)#vlan 20 
  Switch1(config-vlan)#exit 
  Switch1(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1 
  Switch1(config-if)#switchport access vlan 10 
  Switch1(config-if)exit 
  Switch1(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/2 
  Switch1(config-if)#switchport access vlan 20 
  Switch1(config-i f)#exit 
  Switch1(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 1/1 
  Switch1(config-i f)#switchport mode trunk 
Step two: configure Switch2, divide fa0/1 port into V1an10, divide fa0/2 port into valn20 
Switch2#configure terminal 
Switch2(config)#vlan 10 
Switch2(config-vlan)#exit 
Switch2(config)#vlan 20 
Switch2(config-vlan)#exit 
Switch2(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/1 
Switch2(config-if)#switchport access vlan 10 
Switch2(config-if)#exit 
Switch2(config)# interface fastEthernet 0/2 
Switch2(config-if)#switchport access vlan 20 
Switch2(config-if)#exit 
Switch2(config)#interface gigabitEthernet 1/1 
Switch2(config-if)#switchport mode trunk 
Step three: configure Switch0 
Switch0#configure terminal 
Switch0(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 1/1 
Switch0(config-if)#switchport mode trunk 
Switch0(config-if)#exit 
Switch0(config)# interface gigabitEthernet 1/2 
Switch0(config-if)#switchport mode trunk 
Switch0(config-if)#exit 
Switch0(config)#vlan 10 
Switch0(config)#vlan 20 
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5. Simulation Result 

Due to the principle of hosts can visit each other in the same Virtual Local Area Network; hosts 
cannot visit each other in the different Virtual Local Area Network. According to Fig. 1，PC1 and PC3 are 
belonged to same VLAN, PC1 and PC2 are belonged to different VLAN, the result of connectivity 
between computers is shown in table3, take an example of PC1，the connectivity simulation result of PC1 
is shown in Fig.2. 

 

 

Fig.2 The connectivity result between PC1 and PC3 
 

Computers Connectivity 

PC1 and PC2 no 

PC1 and PC3 yes 

PC1 and PC4 no 

PC2 and PC3 no 

PC2 and PC4 yes 

Table 3 The connectivity results 
 

6. Conclusion 

In computer network course, due to the high cost of network laboratory, many colleges and 
universities mainly adopt virtual simulation simulator, which can simulate the real network device 
environment, so that students can experience the configuration process of equipment. This paper gives the 
design and implementation process example of VLAN, practice shows that this way can deepen the 
understanding of VLAN. This method is available for teaching and learning. 
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Abstract 

The curve skeleton extraction for a given laser-scanned real-tree model plays an important role in 
many agricultural and forestal applications, such as modeling, parameter measurement and growth 
simulation. To extract the curve skeletons of real trees, which can capture the essential topology 
structures, a simple and robus t algorithm based on point cloud contraction using constrained Laplacian 
smoothing is proposed in this paper. The adaptive sampling and post-processing steps designed for 
complex trees can effectively reduce the computation time and reconstruct the correct curve skeleton 
from a contracted point cloud. The algorithm of this paper has proved to have better reconstruction effect 
through Michelia and flowering cherry. The experimental results show that the curve skeletons extracted 
by this algorithm are faithful and smooth, and they can be well utilized in many fields. 

 
Keywords: Tree Skeleton; Forestry; Point Cloud; Laplace Transform; Arithmetic. 

 
1. Introduction 

With the great development of computer graphics techniques, Three-Dimensional(3D) related 
applications are becoming much more popular in computer generated worlds. A lot of large and complex 
objects can be scanned conveniently due to the increasing availability and power of range scanners[1-3]. 
Trees are very common but vital objects in the natural environment. Research on tree models is beneficial 
to other fields, such as forestry and ecosystems [4,5]. Unlike other vegetation models, a real tree model, 
which often consists of a trunk and many densely intricate branches, is very difficult to handle. Besides 
the complexity of trees, another troublesome fact is that different kinds of trees have different 
characteristics. Therefore, computing the curve skeletons of various tree models is a challenge in digital 
agricultural research[6]. Trees' skeleton is the subset of one-dimensional skeleton’s medial axis without 
endpoints[7].Target in this study is point cloud, compared with the grid model, the reconstruction of trees’ 
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skeleton is far more difficult due to the diversity and uncertainty, because of point cloud has less 
information and more complicated topology. Although many methods for skeleton extraction have been 
studied over the past decades [8-11], there are few papers on real trees. 

Amenta and others have proposed a geometrical method based on Voronoi in reference[12,13]. This 
method can process point data directly, but it is sensitive to noise data and it may easily deform the 
skeleton. Besides, Verrost and other researchers have put forward leve-set based method in reference[14], 
which has no practicability to real trees , because it is sensitive to the noise and easy to miss details. Sharf 
and others have proposed a method  based on variable model evolution in reference [15],which was used 
to point cloud and polygonal mesh .There are also other methods to  get the skeleton of models. The 
method named thinning throughed  iteration to get the boundary of the voxel to extract the  model of 
the skeleton[16,17], because of the great amount of data, so the whole process was so 
time-consuming .The method which was based on distance-field defined a distance function in the model 
space and sited a threshold. Then choosing some points conform to the threshold of distance, the final 
connection into curve[18-20].To sum up, there are three difficulties in extracting curve skeletons of trees. 
One is that obtaining a point cloud by laser scanning is not always easy to implement. Because of the 
complex branches and leaves, scanned data are always noisy or incomplete, which is intractable for 
algorithms. Another is that the algorithm should be robust enough to cope with the diversity of point 
cloud trees and the differences in applications, such as modeling and animation. Last and the most 
important one is that the above methods are all for the virtual trees or some simple topological structure 
models. However, there are few methods extracting the curve skeletons on real trees. 

In this paper, we present a novel algorithm for extracting the curve skeletons of real trees. Without 
reconstructing the surface, the proposed algorithm is implemented directly on the point cloud. First, the 
model is iteratively contracted to a skeletal shape on the basis of the famous constrained Laplacian 
smoothing method [21]. In this step, the endpoints of branches that act as anchor points are retained at 
their original positions. Then with an adaptive sampling procedure, the tree model is reduced to a simpler 
one, where the branches have fewer sample points than the crotches. In order to obtain a 1-D skeleton, a 
graph is constructed from the sample points and then refined carefully. With this well designed 
refinement, the curve skeletons of tree models can be constructed correctly. Finally, a post-processing 
with smoothing operation is implemented on the current curve skeleton. Fig.1 shows the main process of 
this extraction algorithm. Some classical tree models, including those of michelia trees, cherry trees and 
soapberry trees, are tested in this paper. The experimental results show the high quality curve skeletons 
extracted by this algorithm, even for noisy or incomplete models. The operations designed carefully for 
trees can deal with point clouds successfully. 

 
                  (a)                             (b)                               (c)                          (d)                               (e) 

Fig. 1. The main process of extraction. 
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(a) Point cloud before (orange), (b) after (red) contraction. (c) Adaptive sampling. (d) Constructing and refining 

graph.(e) Curve skeleton of the corn tree model. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

2. Methods 

2.1 Geometric contraction 

The operation of geometric contraction of the point cloud is implemented on the basis of implicit 
Laplacian smoothing, which removes details and noise from the input data [22,23]. The original points 
move along their normal directions which are approximated by a constructed 1-ring structure [24]. The 
algorithm automatically selects some anchor points as feature points, which are fixed to avoid 
degeneration during the contraction process. These points provide the attraction forces for maintaining the 
original shape of the input object. After the iterative smoothing, the point cloud becomes a skeletal shape 
which looks like a curve skeleton. Note that we must firstly construct a 1-ring structure for every point, 
which is important for computing its normal direction with the Laplacian matrix. To achieve this end, we 
find the k nearest neighbors of point pi and project them onto its tangent plane. Then a planar Delaunay 
triangulation of these points can be constructed easily, and the 1-ring neighbors of point pi can be 
naturally defined. As stated in [25], we briefly show the iterative contraction process as follows, where t 
is the iteration step: 

(1) Solve 1tP   through 1 0t t
L
t t t
H H

W L t

W W P
P        , where L  is a n n  Laplacian matrix with 

cotangent weights, P  is the contracting point cloud, LW  and HW  are the diagonal weight matrices 

balancing the contraction and attraction forces. 

(2) Update LW  and HW  by using t+1= t
l L LW S W  and 1 0 0

, ,
t

H i H i iW W S  t
iS , where i

tS  and 0
iS

are the current and original neighborhood extents of point pi respectively. 

(3) Construct the new Laplacian matrix 1tL   with the new point cloud 1tP  . We set the 
neighborhood extent of a point as the average length of its adjacent points. The iteration stops when the 
solution converges. Most models in our experiments achieve their convergence within a small number of 
iterations. See Fig. 2 for the result of each iteration step. The point cloud becomes thinner and thinner and 
finally becomes a skeletal shape. 

 

2.2 Adaptive sampling 

Since the contracted point cloud Q  has the same number of points as the original one p , a 
sampling procedure is necessary for reducing it to a reasonable range. We choose the farthest-point 
sampling method, which uses a ball of adaptive radius to generate a sampled point set G  with 
simplified points but approximating well the geometry of Q . As we know, a tree model always consists 
of one trunk and many intricate branches, and the branches are connected by the crotches. Hence, in the 
contracted model Q , the branches that look like 1D curves need to be sampled by a big radius ball, 
while the crotches need to be sampled densely to preserve the topology. 
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                 (a)                    (b)                         (c) 

Fig. 2. Contraction iteration results. (a) One iteration. (b) Two iterations. (c) Three iterations. 

 

 
                                                    (a)                                                          (b) 

Fig. 3. Local adaptive sampling. (a) Sampling at a branch. (b) Sampling at a crotch. 
 

 
                        (a)                                   (b)                               (c)                                     (d) 
Fig. 4. Adaptive sampling with different radii. ((a)–(d)) Sampling results with different radii, from big to 

small successively. 
 

In order to ascertain whether the current point V  locates on a branch or a crotch, we introduce a 
value ( )L v  for the point set V  included in the sampling ball to describe the current linear trend of V . 
Inspired by Pauly et al. [13], we define ( )L v  in terms of the eigenvalues of the 3 3  covariance 
matrix C  for V  as follows: 

2

1 2 3

( )L v


  


                                (1) 

1 1

k k

v v v v

v v v v
C  

 
                                       (2) 

where we assume 0 1 2    . In our test, V  locates on a branch when ( )L v  is larger than 0.9; 
see Fig. 3(a). Otherwise, it locates on a crotch; see Fig. 3(b). To alleviate the influence of the width of V , 
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we carefully set the local sampling radius r  to initially take a large value maxr  and decrease it until
( ) 0.9L v  . The decreasing process breaks down if r  is smaller than a given threshold minr , which 

means that the current point V  is a crotch point, and we set the local sampling radius minr r . Using 
this adaptive sampling method, G  has minor points on branches and major points at crotches, and 
forms a similar shape to the input object Q . Fig. 4 gives the results after adaptive sampling with 
different radii of the sampling ball. The smaller the radius, the greater the number of points sampled, 
especially at the crotches. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Constructing and refining the graph. (a) Graph construction. (b) Close-up of (a). (c) Graph 

refinement. (d) Close-up of (c). 
 

2.3 Graph construction and refinement 

G  consists of a small number of points, which can represent the shape of the original object. 
However, there is no connectivity among these isolated points. So we first construct an incomplete graph 
on G  and then refine it carefully to generate a 1D curve skeleton. In the rest of this paper, we call the 
sample points ‘nodes’ to avoid confusion. Given two nodes, each of them represents a subset of p  due 

to the farthest-point sampling. The 1-rings of those subsets are considered. If they share common points, 
it means the two nodes are near enough, so an edge is constructed between them. After the 
implementation for every two nodes in this manner, we obtain a graph that looks like the skeleton but has 
some redundant edges. Fig. 5(a) shows an example of the constructed graph, and Fig. 5(b) is the close-up 
of the result. For the purpose of eliminating those useless edges, the graph is refined in the next step. Two 
kinds of edge operators are defined: merging operators and removing operators. Generally speaking, tree 
models do not have cycles, so we collapse unnecessary edges until no cycles exist in G  to build a curve 
skeleton graph. The degree of an edge is defined as the maximum degree of its two endpoints. We 
iteratively collapse the edge with the highest degree in a cycle. If there are many edges with the highest 
degree, we collapse the one with minimum Euclidean length. In each step, we merge the two endpoints to 
their midpoint, or remove the edge, according to the distance between the two represented points of the 
two endpoints. When their distance is smaller than a given threshold T , the edge is collapsed by using 
the merging operator. Otherwise, the removing operator is utilized. The represented point set of the nodes 
is updated after the merging operation. Fig. 5(c) is an initial curve skeleton obtained after refining the 
graph, and Fig. 5(d) is the close-up of the result. 

 
2.4 Post-processing 

The curve skeleton G obtained by the previous steps is almost a perfect one, except for its 
smoothness. The last step is a post-processing including the smoothing operation. We use the least square 
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method [14] to smooth the skeleton G  because of its simplicity. The Laplacian energy of G is utilized 
as the smoothing constraint, and the mean position of the represented points is utilized as the 
approximation term. Besides, the same surgeries as are presented in [15], performed to deal with some 
imperfections, for example removing redundant short edges, are implemented on the skeleton too. With 
all of the previous computations, a curve skeleton that has the same shape as the input model is produced 
successfully. Fig. 1(d) shows a good result for extracting the curve skeleton of the corn tree model. 

 
3. Results and discussion 

We show examples demonstrating our curve skeleton extraction technique on a range of tree models, 
which have hundreds of thousands of points. In all experiments, the curve skeletons are extracted 
automatically within a few seconds. 

Besides the corn tree model presented in previous sections, here we take three other kinds of tree 
models as examples in order to show the robustness of our algorithm. In these examples, some tree 
models are complete point clouds, while others are not such as the cherry tree model. The results 
demonstrate that our algorithm can deal with both complete and incomplete point clouds well. For 
visualization, the original points are shown in orange, while the final skeleton is shown in red. 

In all experiments, we set k = 0.02 × n, but restrict the values to the range [10, 30], where n is the 
sample number for the original model. The restriction is set because we only need a 1-ring neighbor of 
every point in the tree model. If k is too big, the 1-ring neighbor of one branch point will extend to the 
other branches. 

 

 

Fig. 6. The skeletons of the cherry tree and Michelia tree. 
 

 

                     (a)                     (b)                    (c)   

Fig. 7 The influence of ls . Let 0
lw  =1.0, 0

hw  = 1.0 and iterate 2 times. lS  is respectively select 

value as 0.5,1,2 from figure (a) to (c). 
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Table 1 The experimental parameters of the Flowering- Cherry 
Test 

number 
Update 

intensity 
Contraction 

intensity 
Control 

 intensity 
1 0.5 1 3 
2 1 1 3 
3 2 1 3 

 

Table 2 Experimental parameters on Michelia  
Test 

number 
Updates 
intensity 

Contraction 
 intensity 

Control 
 intensity 

1 2 0.5 3 
2 2 1 3 
3 2 2 3 

 

 
(a)                 (b)                (c) 

Fig. 8 The influence of 0
hw . Let 0

lw  =1.0, 0
hw =3.0 and iterate 2 times. 0

hw  is respectively select 

value as 0.5, 1, 2 from figure (a) to (c). 

 

            (a)                        (b)                        (c) 

Fig. 9 The influence of 0
Lw . Let 0

Lw  == 1.0, 0
Hw  =3.0 and iterate 2 times. 0

Lw  is respectively 

select value as 1, 3, 5 from figure (a) to (c) 
 
In the contraction process, we set LS = 2, and LW = LW = 1 to obtain a good skeletal shape in a few 

iterations. In the adaptive sampling and graph refinement process, we set maxr = 100×d, minr = 10×d, T
= 25×d, where d is the average distance of points in P. Fig. 6 shows the results for the plum tree, apple 
tree and cherry tree models. On the basis of the analysis and results demonstrated above, we can conclude 
that our algorithm is effective and robust for extracting the curve skeletons of tree models. 
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4. Conclusion 

With constrained Laplacian smoothing, adaptive sampling and skeleton reconstruction, a curve 
skeleton extraction algorithm for tree models is presented. According to the special structure 
characteristic of tree models, we design a series of well-targeted tricks in order to extract a smooth and 
faithful skeleton. Any given tree model is contracted to a thinner one which maintains the global shape of 
the input model by anchoring points chosen automatically. After adaptively sampling some representative 
nodes in order to reduce the complexity, a graph is constructed and refined successively. Finally, a 
post-processing step is implemented, which results in a better curve skeleton. Our method is robust to 
noise and sample distribution, and can deal with the general missing data problem that is commonly 
encountered in scanning big tree models. Further, special tricks like adaptive sampling and cycle 
elimination are designed for particular characteristics of tree models. The experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm with different kinds of tree models. The extracted skeleton 
is very smooth, so it can be conveniently utilized in many other applications. Besides, every point in the 
curve skeleton represents a small point cloud of original data, which is an important condition in retrieval 
and animation. The main limitation of this algorithm is the low efficiency when dealing with extremely 
luxuriant tree models. In future, we would like to overcome this shortcoming by improving the 
neighborhood construction method. 
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Abstract 

Kansei Engineering, mainly by the analysis of human sensibility to make products that meeting 
people’s preferences, by application of Kansei engineering theory to consider the emotional response of 
crewmen and transform the specific phenomena such as emotional reactions into design elements, to 
design marine furniture that meet the crew’s use and preference. Reaching marine furniture design 
optimization, improving ship design level internal environment, maximizing the use of internal ship space, 
so as to create a more comfortable living environment for the crew, bringing more natural psychological 
feelings and providing a reference for subsequent modeling studies of marine furniture. 

 
Keywords: Marine Furniture, Kansei Engineering, Modeling Research. 

 
1. Introduction 

Kansei engineering is by exploring the relationship of the elements of product design and the 
consumer emotional to research the emotional impact between different users and different products, in 
order to select the combination of design parameters to maximize consumer satisfaction. Kansei 
engineering is that using approach based on science to try to quantify the human sensibility (including the 
"feelings quantity" "feel the amount of" physical and psychological), and find out the amount and variety 
of the physical sensibility engineering used in the relations between developed and then applied to 
engineering or design. The principle is shown in Figure 1.1. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 1.1 Kansei engineering principle 
 

The earliest men who apply the perceptual analysis into Engineering research area are the researchers 
of Japan Hiroshima University Faculty of Engineering. In 1970s, at the beginning of fully considering the 
emotion and desire of the livers, people began to study how to embody the sensibility of the occupants in 
residential design in engineering technology; this new technology was originally known as "emotional 
engineering." This term was first proposed by Mazda Motor Group, the former president Kenichi 
Yamamoto in 1986, published in the University of Michigan, entitled "car culture" theory first proposed 
speech. From the beginning of 1989, Hiroshima University associate professor of engineering, foreign 
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minister Sansheng Ting, after years of research, has published a series of papers and works about Kansei 
Engineering, became famous Japanese Kansei Engineering Research experts. 

Kansei Engineering famous Japanese scholar Long-cho Sansei classifies Kansei Engineering credits 
for perceptual information classification, Kansei Engineering system, hybrid Kansei engineering systems, 
Kansei Engineering model, virtual Kansei Engineering .Because of Kansei engineering is still in its early 
stages of development, different Kansei engineering experts’ research different directions, and the 
research methods are quite different. But the problems of implementation of Kansei engineering and 
design to be solved and the basic method on Kansei Engineering design are the same. The key problems 
that need to be addressed of Kansei Engineering are:  

(1) How to capture the customer perception of the product based on the assessment of ergonomics and 
psychology;  

(2) How to define the design characteristics of the product by the customer's emotional; 
(3) How to establish the Kansei Engineering Ergonomics as a technology; 
(4) How to adjust the design to meet the changes in society and people's preferences tendencies.  
In response to these questions the practice of Japanese researchers are： 
(1) the use of Osgood and his colleagues developed by the SD method (semantic differential method) 

sensibility to capture customers as an important technical means to collect from the market or from the 
corporate sensibility, magazines, or depicting customer perceptions of vocabulary, usually first collect 
600-800 vocabularies which describe emotion, and then choose from nearly 100 of the most relevant 
vocabularies for analysis;  

(2) the investigation or experiment designed to test the sensibility words and design elements of 
relevance;  

(3) use of advanced computer technology to create a systematic framework for sensual works, through 
the use of artificial intelligence, neural networks and fuzzy logic geometric methods, and the 
establishment of relevant databases and computer reasoning system;  

(4) Every three to four years, by adjusting the perceptual engineering database, expand the new data 
into the database sensibility, thus to study changes in customer product preferences trend. 

 

2. Marine furniture Research Track sum method 

2.1 Furniture localization 

As an important part of marine furniture, ship interior decoration is strict than ordinary land furniture 
both in the design, material or construction and other aspects. Marine furniture is essential appliance for 
crew in daily life, the reasonable style not only to adapt to the requirements of crew on life, but also to 
meet the aesthetic requirements of them so as to improve crew mood. Modeling beautiful and practical 
furniture will make the crew feel comfortable and relieve their fatigue. Due to the large and complex 
cabin of ship, positioning in cabin should as far as possible to the comprehensive diversity cabin 
appropriately process, completes the inductive classification and selection of cabin overall. Product 
design based on Kansei engineering is to start from the investigation on the needs of target users, design 
product positioning different, corresponding to the user of the product perceptual cognition, their needs 
and purchasing power and other aspects may be different. I will take the ship cabin restaurant table in 
modeling design to studied, the restaurant is a multi-functional interpersonal communication leisure space 
in order to meet the needs of eating, entertainment, culture, leisure and meetings .Therefore, modeling of 
dining table is very important. 
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2.2 Choose furniture typical sample cloth 

Through the dining room table in furniture stores, research and the brochure of furniture product 
magazines, ship, network and other ways to collect the sample for collection, select a representative 
sample of 20 (see table 1), in order to avoid influence of this furniture in the study of perceptual image 
color factors, and to eliminate the color of the representative sample. 

 

 

Table 1 Representative samples 
 

2.3 Perceptual semantic space set up 

(1) Determine the emotional vocabulary and design elements  
Through relevant ads, manuals, documents, reports, etc, to collect the perceptual words, and use the 

Semantic Differential method (Semantic Differential, SD) to set evaluation. Semantic differential method 
is invented by the American psychologist and his colleagues. This method is used in the form of paper 
and pencil, and was asked to be used on several levels of semantic scale at seven o 'clock on a certain 
object to evaluate a concept (such as cars, neighbors) or something, in order to understand the things or 
concepts in the meaning of each college or dimensions and strength. Level sequences of two endpoints 
are often the meaning of two different adjectives, such as honesty and dishonesty, strong and weak, 
important and not important. Under normal circumstances, the more perceptual words collected are not 
conducive to future study, so they have to be highly generalized, use less and typical vocabulary of the 
sensibility as far as possible to represent all the perceptual vocabulary. This needs to make the evaluation 
questionnaire based on the semantic distinction, to evaluate the perceptual words, then using the factor 
analysis method (factor analysis), Cluster analysis (Cluster analysis)) to research and analyze the results 
of the survey, perceptual evaluation of vocabulary will eventually be identified as: neat-mixed, 
simple-tedious, classical-modern, light-heavy, fashion-primitive, clean-dirty, technical-manual, 
delicate-rough 8 pairs of words (see chart 2). Through the literature and expert elements, including the 
modeling of the dining room table as: desk, table legs and desktop, the categorize of each element (see 
table 3).  
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Table 2  Select the adjectives 

 
Table 3 classification of design elements 

 
(2) The questionnaire design 
Using semantic differential method to establish magnitude 7 semantic differential scales of the 10 

samples selected of dining-room table in black and white and 8 pairs of emotional adjectives eventually 
set up, to made perceptual evaluation of semantics. (See table 4)  

 
Table 4 the questionnaire sample 

 
(3) The questionnaire and data collection 
Because of the short time and limited conditions, so we only selected 50 volunteers to scripts to test, 

in which 30 persons are students of the school of industrial design professional, 2 people are full-time 
teachers, 13 people are ship furniture designers, 5 people are the person who Aboard the ship many times 
in coastal areas more staff, let them to evaluate each emotional vocabulary of each sample. Through the 
EXCEL software processing, get the average of the Emotional semantic evaluation of the subjects to 10 
samples of dining-room table，and to make perceptual evaluation matrix combined with the design 
elements of shape features. (See table 5) 
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Table 5 perceptual evaluation matrix 

 (4)The establishment of relations of the Kansei meaning and modeling elements 
In the process of converting Kansei Evaluation Scale for the engineering scale can use multiple linear 

regression analysis, the quantitative theory type I algorithm, neural network, genetic algorithm, rough set 
analysis method etc. The quantitative theory type I is the most commonly used method. Quantitative 
theory I class is to study the relation between a group of qualitative variables X (independent variables) 
and a set of quantitative variables y (the dependent variable) by using multiple linear regression, to 
establish the mathematical model between them, so as to achieve the observation to variable y. The 
method is used for Kansei engineering research, often regard the evaluation of Kansei vocabulary as a 
reference variable value and the form features of product as the dependent variable, and establish the 
prediction model as the following: 

Y=GijCij+M                                  （1） 
Type 1, y is the average of perceptual semantic evaluation; Gij is the weight coefficient of each 

independent variable, Cij is the response value of other elements (I as design elements, J as category); m 
is a constant value.The model can be solved using the result of SPSS19.0 statistical software analyzing 
the multivariate linear regression including partial correlation coefficient, the constant term, categories 
and other data, the results in Table 6 (simple to tedious, for example), the partial correlation coefficient 
between the Kansei vocabulary and design project.  

 

 
Table 6 SPSS software linear regression analysing data 
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Table 7 the results of analysing the elements of modeling and the adjective "association between 
simple - complex" 

 
By the design factor score every category effect on Kansei vocabulary and the influences of the 

direction can be seen, such as the round table leg bias beautiful and rectangular table leg bias tedious. Get 
the contribution of the size of each design elements to Kansei vocabulary by partial correlation coefficient, 
its value is high, then contribution is bigger, such as contracted contributions of the desktop to Kansei 
vocabulary. The function relationship between Kansei beautiful vocabulary and every elements of design 
is: 

Y simple=1.636*C13+6.212*C14-1.869*C21-2.698*C22+0.558*C23+0.667*C31+0.192*C33+0.364 
In order to verify the validity of the above function, we can reselect the sample, carries on the 

questionnaire survey, analysis the data and the prediction function of the investigation of the calculated 
data by T test, test showed the significant level is greater than 0.05, no significant differences, so the 
results are reasonable. Similarly, we can get the prediction function of other Kansei vocabulary that 
present other factor relations on the dining table , the function can judge the kansei image feelings of 
designer through innovative design to convey, whether consistent with the requirements of the users, and 
provide basis for trade-offs of design scheme and subsequent in-depth design. 

 
3. Conclusion 

Kansei Engineering aims to explore the perceptual cognition of people for object, and applies it into 
the design elements to the new product. Study on marine furniture based on the product design method of 
Kansei Engineering, reaching the functions of the emotional vocabulary and the element of modelling. 
These functions contribute to the ship furniture designer design to marine furniture corresponding to 
sailors, provide a reference for the further research of marine furniture. Using the method in this paper 
also can analyze the innovative design of the furniture color, material etc, used for auxiliary design and 
evaluate design effect, so that the careful "coding" perceptual information of designer can get the correct 
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"decoding" of user for the furniture products, so as to realize the unite of emotional and rational of 
furniture products. 
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Abstract 

This paper introduces a kind of dancing robot, through the ATmega16 single-chip microcomputer to 
control the PWM signal in order to control the steering engine, drive MG945 work, which can make the 
robot performances paper-cut, make the difficulty and ornamental and action. This system takes the 
competition task driven, modular design, and the software using C language. 

 
Keywords: ATmega16 microcontroller, MG945 actuator. 

 
1. The design ideas and standards 

The robot based on ATmega16 single chip microcomputer as the main control. The main body is 
composed of 21 steering part compositions, structure design and improvement of humanoid robot arm in 
the mechanical structure, can achieve a stable grasp some pre origami, scissors and other complex and 
graceful movements,  to display and promote Chinese folk paper-cut art. 

 
2. The system composition and working principle 

The hardware of this system are mainly connected with serial debugging circuit, servo control circuit 
board welding, software mainly completes the robot action program debugging and downloading 
functions [1]. Through the ATmega16 single-chip microcomputer to control the output PWM signal to 
control the rudder rotation, realizes the robot to the smooth operation of paper-cut art. The system 
structure diagram as shown in figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1. The system structure diagram 
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3. The main hardware circuit 

3.1 Serial debugging circuit 

The main controller of the circuit device is a MAXIM produced by MAX232MJE, the hardware 
interface simple, is a typical TTL--RS232 level conversion chip, IC chip contains two receiver and the 
driver chip, integrated with a power supply voltage converter, each receiver TIA/ EIA-232-F level 
conversion into 5V TTL/CMOS level, each transmitter to be converted into TTL/CMOS level to 
TIA/EIA-232-F level, the +5V power voltage transformation input is + 10V voltage RS-232C output level 
required. The practical application because MAX232 is sensitive to the noise of power, so it must be 
preceded by a decoupling capacitor between VCC and GND, and pay attention to the circuit board each 
capacitor connection, should be close to the MAX232 chip, to improve the anti-interference ability and 
the ability of data transmission in serial interface. 

 
3.2 The rudder control circuit 

The steering gear is a kind of position servo drive, in the robot system can provide and maintain 
accurate angle control of [2], its working principle is: the control signal into the signal modulation chip by 
the receiver channel, get the DC bias voltage. It has an internal reference circuit, generating cycle is 20ms, 
the width is the reference signal of 1.5ms, compares the voltage of DC bias voltage and potentiometer 
gain, gain differential voltage output, is the positive and negative output voltage difference to the motor 
drive chip decided to motor. When the motor speed must, through the reduction gear drive cascading 
rotary potentiometers, the voltage difference is 0, the motor stops rotating. The control requirements as 
shown in figure 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2 Control steering requirements 

 
Steering AVR MCU control with high precision, simple connection, and system reliability based on 

[3]. Using ATmega16 microcontroller as the control unit MG945 of the steering gear, the pulse width of 
the PWM signal to achieve changes in microsecond, so as to improve the precision of steering angle. The 
schematic diagram shown in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of servo drive 
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4. Software design 

The software of this system with the C language, the main program to complete the system hardware 
initialization, subroutine calls and other functions. The main program subroutine, action 5 is shown in 
Figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5 action subroutine flow chart 
 

5. Conclusion 

The practice proved that, this paper designed the robot stable operation, graceful paper-cut, tasks and 
targets to achieve good results. Through the improvement of the robot hardware architecture, combined 
with the special debugging software that can realize the robot stability control of scissors independent 
performance of paper-cut art function. 
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Abstract 

Some carbonate formations with natural fracture, when fracture development is very flare out, and 
also exerts the characteristic of homogeneous reservoir. When it was developed with related hypotheses, 
and set up the well testing mathematical model for infinite homogeneous reservoir. Confirmed initial and 
terminal conditions. It can get bottom whole pressure formula of homogeneous infinite reservoir under 
the conditions that in view of well-bore storage coefficient and skin effect through Laplace transformation 
and numerical inverse. According to a certain of zero dimension well-bore pressure formula, it can draw 
well testing typical curve on homogeneous infinite reservoir, and also analyzes the influence factors on 
the basis of well testing curve characteristic analysis. So the conclusion is that the greater the well-bore 
storage coefficient (CD) is , the greater the differential of pressure peak is, and then downward sloping is 
steeper, as well the later the peak occurs. The greater the skin factor(S) is, and then the differential of 
pressure peak is greater. After the peak occurs, the downward sloping is steeper. The greater the CDe2S is, 
the higher the peak is, the downward sloping is steeper, and the time of occurring peak is later. 

 
Keywords: Well testing curve; infinite homogeneous reservoir; mathematical model; influence factor. 

 
1. Introduction 

homogeneous reservoir Homogeneous reservoir is one of the most common types of strata, and the 
majority of sandstone formation in eastern China third lines often showed the characteristics of 
homogeneous reservoir. Some carbonate formations with natural fractures also exhibit characteristics of 
homogeneous reservoir when the crack growth is very uniform. Well test is a kind of effective and 
convenient technique to obtain the dynamic reservoir information, and the research of well test model is 
more mature and thorough. However, when a typical curve matching method is used to analyze data, 
parameter adjustment is often difficult, so rich and profound theoretical is needed foundation for more 
accurate interpretation. The study on the characteristics of homogeneous reservoir model of the pressure 
derivative curve showed that: at first pressure derivative is a straight line with an angle of 45 degrees, the 
downward sloping appeared after the peak value, and finally reached the 0.5 horizontal lines. Thus the 
peak should contain abundant reservoir information.  

Research on the well test theory started abroad in twentieth Century 20's. In order to know the oil well 
production capacity, Mocre proposed analysis method of steady well testing in 1933, and this method is 
widely applied in twentieth Century thirty or forty's. In 1949, Van Everdingen published about the 
question of unstable seepage flow solved by using Laplace transform on AIME, marking the birth of 
unstable well testing analysis basis theory. In 1951 Horner proposed oil well pressure build-up test data 
analysis method basing on voltage degradation. This method has been widely used since it is presented. 
Later the development of MBH based MDH analysis method and Horner analysis method in the pressure 
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drop testing variable production well test analysis methods are improved and perfected the before method. 
These methods are the conventional well test analysis method. 

In 1983, based on the Gringarten chart analysis method Boyd, raised the pressure derivative analysis 
method, this method enhances the type of oil and gas reservoir recognition function, and the pressure 
derivative chart and Gringarten chart are combined to form a composite chart a new well test analysis, the 
composite chart of modern well test analysis methods since its inception to the present widely use. With 
the development of seepage theory and computation technology, at present the analysis and Research on 
the theories and methods in the complex seepage numerical well testing has also made certain 
development 

Yumen oil field well testing work in China started in twentieth Century 50 time, at that time, only 
some simple manometry and used for system for single well productivity well testing. In twentieth 
Century 60, is to understand the perfect wells into systematic well testing purposes and to formation 
pressure, flow coefficient and permeability for the purpose of pressure buildup test, through the 
introduction, absorption, digestion and development, current research in the field test technology and test 
analysis theory and method of our country has reached the international level. 

 
2. Establishment and solution of a homogeneous reservoir mathematical model 

2.1 Infinite homogeneous reservoir physical model 

Well testing in homogeneous infinite formation, as shown in Figure 1, assume the following 
conditions: 

 

 
Fig.1 Infinite homogeneous reservoir well testing model schematic diagram 

 
(1) single-phase slightly compressible liquid do radial percolation in reservoir; 
(2) ignoring gravity, capillary force;  
(3) r>rw before the testing range throughout the mainland layer pressure as the initial reservoir 

pressure pi; 
(4) fluid flow satisfy the linear Darcy flow; 
(5) the wellbore flow considering the effect of wellbore storage and skin factor; 
(6) the formation of infinite thickness of reservoir, oil well to often yield Q production, testing is 

performed in the wells; 
(7) there is only one media formation, evenly distributed in the stratum. 
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2.2 A mathematical model of an infinite homogeneous reservoir 
Before establishing the mathematical model, first introduce the following dimensionless quantity: 
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According to the hypothesis and the theory of seepage mechanics in front, can set up the mathematical 
model, the seepage control equation: 
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Initial conditions: 
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The outer boundary condition: 
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2.3 Simplified analytical solutions of infinite formation reservoir mathematical model Laplace transform 
formula: 

D
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(11) can be transformed into Bessel equation: 
2 2
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The general solution form: 

   D 0 D 0 Dp AI r u BK r u 
                    （17） 

By formula (15) requirements, available A=0 so 

 D 0 Dp BK r u
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K′0=-K1,so 
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Put (18) and (19) into (13) after finishing: 
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Put (18) and (19) into (14) after finishing: 

   wD 0 1p B K u S uK u                     （21） 
By formula (20) and (21) available 
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Expression can be the bottom hole pressure on the Laplace space for 
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In the formula K0 (x), K1 (x) -- are zero valence, an order of imaginary argument Bessel function. 
(23) for the deformation can be: 
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As the graph of the function
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can be used to approximate the semi log linear, so 
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Then (24) can be written as: 
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And U=uCD 
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Because the bottom hole pressure obtained above is Laplasse space, so to inversion according to the 
inversion formula of Laplasse space, following on the Laplasse space of bottom hole pressure solution of 
inversion: 
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Among them, N is even, Si= Dti 2ln  
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Principle that the algorithm in terms of N inversion formula of the larger, the more accurate 
calculation, but in the application due to rounding errors, the value of N is selected, the N in general 
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(6~18) even integer between. 
 

3. Analysis of well test curve and its influence factors 

According to the Laplace space derived from in front of the infinite homogeneous reservoir bottom 
hole pressure solution and its inversion formula corresponding, can program, get the curves of well test 
theory of infinite homogeneous reservoir. 

 
3.1 Analysis of the characteristics of an infinite homogeneous reservoir well test curve 

Using the double log pressure derivative curve graph to represent the infinite reservoir characteristics 
of well test curve, as shown in figure 2: 

 

 
Fig.2 The well testing model typical curve of infinite homogeneous reservoir 

 

Figure 2 is a typical double logarithmic characteristic graph recognition infinite homogeneous 
reservoir. It is shaped like a "two tooth fork", is divided into three stages. 

The first stage is the "fork" part, in this section of the double logarithm of pressure and pressure 
derivative curve coincide, a linear 45 degrees, which indicates that the effect of stage is set pure wellbore 
storage effect. The second stage is the transition section; the pressure derivative peak appears after the 
downward sloping. The peak height, depending on the magnitude of CDe2S. In the parameters in group 
CDe2S, CD as the set of constant wellbore storage of dimensionless, S skin factor. Because the S value at 
index position, so the affected skin coefficient S value is bigger. CDe2S is bigger, then the higher the peak, 
down the steep peak, and the late time. The application of extremum method, can the relation CDe2S and 
the pressure derivative of the peak time of tmax : tmax=1.1575lg CDe2S+2.6789,so p′max=0.4273lg 
CDe2S+0.4409. With the two formula can be seen, the pressure derivative peak trajectory is a straight line. 
Then the emergence of horizontal section in the third stage, which is the typical characteristic of 
producing radial flow in the formation, the pressure derivative curve showed 0.5 horizontal lines. 

 
3.2 The influence of wellbore storage coefficient CD of typical curve of well testing 

We can see from Figure 3, in the S under the condition of invariable, changing the CD value of the size, 
the bigger the CD value, the peak of the pressure derivative is bigger also, along with the downward 
sloping is also steeper, and the peak time of the later [7, 8]. 
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Fig.3 The well-bore storage coefficient(CD) impact on infinite homogeneous reservoir well testing typical 

curve(S=100) 

 

3.3 Effect of epidermal coefficient S of typical curve of well testing 

We can see from Figure 4 effect depends on the value of the parameter S in size, the bigger the S 
value, peak value of the pressure derivative is greater, and vice versa smaller. The larger the peak and the 
peak, after the more steep downward sloping. Figure 3 comparisons, effect of skin factor S on the model 
curve is much larger than the effects of the dimensionless wellbore storage coefficient CD value of the 
model curve. 

 

 
Fig.4 The skin factor(S) impact on infinite homogeneous reservoir well testing typical curve（CD=100） 

 

3.4 Effect of CDe2S value on the typical curves of well test 

The analysis of Figure 5, the peak height, depending on the size of the value of the parameter 
CDe2S.The bigger the CDe2S value, peak was higher, on the contrary, the less. And the peak, peak after the 
steeper sloped downward, and peak time than the later. 

lg
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Fig.5 variable values (CDe2S) impact on infinite homogeneous reservoir well testing typical curve 

 

4. Conclusion 

The wellbore storage coefficient CD value is greater, the peak of the pressure derivative is greater also, 
along with the downward sloping is steep, and the peak time of the late, skin factor S value is greater, the 
greater the pressure derivative peak, peak appears after the more steep downward sloping. From Fig. 
comparison, effect of skin factor S on the model curve is much larger than the effects of the dimensionless 
wellbore storage coefficient CD value of the model curve. The bigger the CDe2S value, peak was higher, on 
the contrary, the less. And the peak, peak after the more steep sloped downward, and peak time than the 
later. 
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Abstract 

Moving target detection is basic of realizing task of object tracking, traffic monitoring and object 
behavior analysis. By computing the correlation coefficient of corresponding rows and ranks between two 
adjacent frames .Segment the moving object region by using the trait of  target area which correlation 
coefficient is  relative small. This arithmetic has the character of little calculating amount and not 
sensitive to the noise, it can be used to the multiple moving target detection under complication 
background. Experiments show that the algorithm can detect and separate all moving target accurately, 
and it is speed and reliable, so it fit for real time detection of moving targets. 

 
Keywords: moving target detection; the correlation coefficient; image registration. 

 
1. Introduction 

The aim of movement detection is that depart variety area from background through the sequence 
image. Effective extraction of the moving object silhouette is essential for the subsequent processing, 
including target identification, tracking, behavior comprehension, and so on. But the irregular change of 
the background presents a range of challenges for the detection. So far, under the condition of the video 
camera fixed, the main motion objects detection algorithms include inter-frame subtraction method[1,2,3], 
three frames subtraction method [3,4,5],background subtraction method of Gaussian mixture model 
[4,5,6,7]and so on. Interface difference method is simple, but the detection is the part of the relative 
changes and no overlap was detected. Background difference is easy; this method is characterized by 
faster in calculation and high complexity of algorithms, so it is without practical value. Gaussian mixture 
model is to build the background model by multiple Gaussian distribution, thus it has strong scene 
adaptability, but its calculation speed is slow and the information is easily lost. In this paper, motion 
object region is extracted from the methods which calculate the correlation coefficient between the 
adjacent frames of gray-scale images. Experiments show that this algorithm is simple and easy realized, it 
is suitable for real-time processing. 
 

2. Characteristics of video sequence 

In the video sequence, image information is usually described in pixels, so the motion of the target is 
performance in the change of the pixel’s values. In an ideal situation, between the two adjacent frames of 
the video sequences, the value of the pixels which have the moving target can change, while the 
backgrounds’ can not change. So in the area which moving target exist, the correlation coefficient of rows 
and columns are small, and on the contrary, the rows and columns’ correlation coefficient which 
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completely belong to the background are 1.But in reality, it will influenced by the noise, some 
background part will change, their correlation coefficient close to 1.  
 

 
            (a)                   (b)               (c)                 (d)    
Fig.1 Diagrams: (a)one frame of the video image  (b) the correlation coefficient of rows which contains 

point A (c)the correlation coefficient of rows which contains point B (d)the correlation coefficient of rows 
which contains point C 

 

3. The correlation coefficient 

The correlation coefficient describes the linear correlation degree between two variables. Suppose you 

have two variables , ,X Y then the formulas for correlation coefficients is as follows: 

,
cov( , )

X Y
X Y

X Y
 


； 

Among them, the value of   is between -1 to 1.if  >0，it shows that two variables are related, if 
 <0， it shows that two variables are negative correlation.  

 

                   
(a)one frame of the video image      (b) the threshold of the correlation coefficient 

Fig. 2 one frame of the video image and its threshold 
 

Through the analysis of the characteristics of video sequence and the correlation coefficient, we can 
easily find the threshold; the position of the line in fig.2 (b) can be considered the threshold. 

 
4. Moving target detection based on the correlation coefficient 

By the characteristics of video sequence, we can remove the background using the method of calculate 
the correlation coefficient. 

(1) Taking two adjacent frames in video sequences, recorded as kA
、 1kA  ，k  is the frame order and 

1 1k N   ； 

(2) Calculate the correlation coefficient of the rows and columns separately. 
We assign a value of 0 to the rows and columns whose correlation coefficient are less than the 

threshold, and also assign a value of 1 to the rows and columns whose correlation coefficient are greater 
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than the threshold. 
The results of the moving targets detection as fig.4: 

                      

                     

(a)the result of 1G           (b)the result of 2G                (c)the result of 3G  

Fig.4 one frame of the video image and their detect result 
 

In the multiple moving target detection, calculate the correlation coefficient separately can effectively 
avoid detected out the redundant background, but for the area of the small part(as fig.6(b)),pixels are less, 
the result is not perfect by using the above method, so this paper use the method which calculate the 
correlation coefficient in block to detection the moving targets. This detection method is obviously. 

 
5. Remove the background by the correlation coefficient in blocks 

The idea of the blocks’ correlation coefficient is divided the part which moving target in the adjacent 
frames into the same blocks, and then calculate the correlation coefficient of the corresponding blocks, it 
detect the moving target by using the characteristics that the blocks’ correlation coefficients is small in the 
moving target areas. The histogram of blocks’ correlation coefficient is as follows: 

 

 

Fig.7 The histogram of blocks’ correlation coefficient 
 

For the adjacent frames in video sequences, calculate the blocks’ correlation coefficient ,we assign a 
value of 0 to the blocks whose correlation coefficient are less than the threshold, and also assign a value 
of 1 to the blocks whose correlation coefficient are greater than the threshold, then the moving target can 
be detected. The results of the moving targets detection by blocks’ correlation coefficient are as fig.8: 
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Fig.8 The result of fig.4(c) 
 

Above all, it is perfect to detect the moving target by using the method which calculates the 
correlation coefficient between two correlation coefficient, and the algorithm is stable. 

 
5. The numerical experiments 

The following is the moving target detection results using the method of Gaussian mixture method, 
background difference method and the method in this paper; the fifth column is the experiments which 
add noise to the third video sequence: 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.9 The first line is one frame of the video image. The second line is the result of the detection by use 

the Gaussian mixture method. The third line is the result of the detection by use the frame difference 
method. The forth line is the result of the detection by use the background difference method, the fifth 

line is the result of the detection by use the method in this paper 
 

From the experiments, we can see the method in this paper is superior to other methods and it is 
insensitive to noise. 
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6. Conclusions 

In this paper, we detect the moving target by using the method of correlation coefficient, the result of 
the experiments are superior to other methods, and it is a basis for further study on moving target 
recognition ,tracking ,separation and so on. For more complex scenarios, we can combine with method of 
the rotate images or other methods; this will be the future study. 
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Abstract 

On the base of the research of CGA language, we have carried on the preliminary build to the building 
using City Engine platform. By comprehensive analysis of CGA, on the basis of 3 d modeling language, 
for example, we use CGA language to build digital campus of Hebei united University of joint 
three-dimensional system. 

 
Keywords: City Engine, 3 d Modeling, CGA, ArcGIS. 

 
1. Introduction 

City Engine is the software developed by Esri company for three-dimensional city modeling , it is 
mainly used in Digital city、city planning、rail transit、electric power、line pipe、building trade、national 
defense、emulation、development of games、film production and other fields. City Engine can use 2D shp 
data quickly create 3D scene, and efficient planning design[1-2] .The perfect support for ArcGIS make 
existing base of GIS data can be quickly implemented does not need to convert three-dimensional 
modeling, reduce the cost of investment in the system., and the modeling period of the GIS system is 
shortened. Esri City Engine promote the 3D modeling capabilities of ArcGIS, full use of GIS data quickly 
create 3D content, provide safeguard for the ArcGIS’s 3D data acquisition, make the ArcGIS has the more 
perfect solution to 3D[3] . This research mainly based on the campus of Hebei United University as the 
study area, use CGA rule, build 3D campus system, can realize 3D campus landscape、query function and 
so on. 

 
2. The introduction of the system related technology 

CGA is the standard City Engine software modeling language belonging to ERSI company, CGA is 
Computer Generated Architecture, CGA Shape Grammar is a special programming language belonging to 
City Engine software, this language is used to generate 3D building model [4] .As a new member of 
modeling language, CGA language can fully support the ArcGIS, and can quickly use 2D data to create 
3D scene. The thoughts of Semantic modeling are to define the rules, through iterative refinement design 
to create details and complete content. These rules operating are composed of geometric shapes, these 
make a lot of existing basic GIS data(like parcel area、structure、Urban road centerline etc) can be used 
directly without convert, in order to realize rapid 3D modeling, reduce the cost of reinvestment, so CGA 
language can batch modeling. 

 
3. Hebei United University campus system design 
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3.1 The system overall design scheme 

The aim of designing this system is to achieve campus 2D, 3D information browsing, roaming, 
attribute query, elements query and the function of data update. The concrete design scheme as 
figure1shown： 

 
Fig.1 .The system overall design scheme 
 

3.2 The concrete modeling plans to model different ground features respectively. 

There are varieties of modeling methods for different ground features, for example, the simulation of 
the terrain, mainly use Triangle Irregular Net(TIN) data model which generated by vector data to generate 
the terrain surface, provide a simulate surface[7] for other ground features; The important and complex 
ground features, such as complicated teaching buildings、the door of teaching building、benches and 
something symbolic, use these modeling tools, like Ketchup and 3D Max to model, then through writing 
rules of CGA, developed by City Engine components to lead 3D models into 3D scenes, as shown in 
figure 2 of building the comprehensive teaching building and the fountain.  

 

（a）the comprehensive teaching building                        （b）the fountain 
Fig.2. Complex and ordinary ground features 

 

For the universal ground features which are in low height, such as the lawn、lakes、highway、court, 
etc., use the surface texture load module based on City Engine’s component development, in this way we 
can realize 3D modeling for low ground features[7-9]. For the ground buildings of quantity, very similar, 
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simple appearance, such as the buildings look like cuboids or have herringbone housetops, especially the 
students’ apartments and architectural complex. Use the CGA rules based on City Engine to modeling 
these ground features of the above, as shown in figure 3, these students’ apartments and experimental 
base are all batch modeling.    

 

（a）The students’ apartments           （b）Architectural complex. 
Fig.3. Batch builds similar buildings 

 
3.3 The process of making model 

3D modeling is based on City Engine software, this software can realize the reconstruction of the 
true 3D landscape, it also support the map data generated by ArcGIS, 2D map data can be imported into 
the software in order to create profile model, then do the preliminary optimization to details of the model、
stretch and map processing, try to approached to the real scene. City Engine mainly use rules for 
modeling that can adopt external built model by establishing rules of CGA file in advance. The main 
process is as follows: 
 

3.3.1 Basic data acquisition. 

1. Elevation data: Hebei United University digit 30m elevation data GDEM; 
2. Terrain texture data: use Get screen, combining with Google maps intercept appropriate height and 
proper resolution as campus texture map; 
3. Land use type vector data: Use Arc Map to load the terrain texture, highlight by hands, complete the 
vector, get the SHP format, and convert the format to GDB in the Arc Catalog. 
 
3.3.2. Model making. 

1. Use cityengine2012 to load DEM and texture, then load the data of GDB and paste them in together; 
2. The specific modeling process: There are three kinds of modeling methods in this modeling process:  
by writing CGA rules, manual stretching and modeling by façade wizard. Among the three methods, CGA 
is taken as the principal methods, specific rules files are in the rules folder; 
 

4. System implementation  
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4.1 Background information 

Modeling area is the main campus of Hebei United University, it turns out to be Hebei Polytechnic 
University headquarter which covers an area of 750000 square meters, construction area is more than 
190000 square meters, the whole school buildings are built after the earthquake, base maps of this 
concrete model is as shown in figure 4. In the 21st century, the Library、the Fifth teaching building and the 
new Chemical lab building have been built in succession, but the campus has coordinated in the whole 
architectural features. The main campus has the famous earthquake ruins which are one of the national 
key protective earthquake ruins, it still retains the original earthquake after 30 years of wind and rain, so 
the earthquake ruins become the representative of the school buildings. 

 

（a）The base map of Hebei Unity University           （b）The auditorium of Hebei Unity University 
Fig.4. An aerial view of Hebei Unity University campus 
 

4.2 The introduction of campus 3D system function 

In this study, the Hebei Unity University campus and the surrounding environment make good 
examples, in order to build digital campus 3D landscape system based on City Engine. It has realized 
functions of the display for 3D campus model, roam in image, brows the spatial information, query and 
analysis of attribute information. The next part contains the function of system each module respectively.   
 
4.2.1 3D campus scene roaming 

On the base map, use the CGA language to build 3D campus structures so as to realize roaming in 
image, just as the Hebei Unity University’s new restaurant in the figure 5(a), mainly adopt map 
processing to build; The figure5 (b) is Hebei Unity University’s experiment center; The figure5(c) is the 
library of Hebei Unity University; The figure5 (d) is the Front Gate of Hebei Unity University.  

 
4.2.2 Spatial properties data query 

The system can provide the spatial properties data query service, choose target ground features in the 
project to view the elevation data of the model or make a property lookup based on the ground features in 
the base map, as is shown in figure 6. 
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（a）Hebei Unity University’s new restaurant        （b）Hebei Unity University’s experiment center 

（c）The library of Hebei Unity University            （d）Front Gate of Hebei Unity University.  
Fig.5. 3D scene 

Fig.6. Attribute query 
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4.2.3 Measurement and analysis 

The system provides a simple 3D measuring function; users can select the target ground features to 
measure the length of it, as is shown in figure 7.  

 

Fig.7. Distance measurement  
5. Concluding remarks 

On the basis of CGA language, this article uses City Engine as supporting platform to design and 
realize constructing a 3D digital campus system of Hebei Unity University. The display of this system 
based on City Engine is simple﹑fast and beautiful, in addition, 3D imaging technology has advanced 
interaction and authenticity. At present, this system has achieved the preliminary desired effect, realize the 
function of 2D/3D map browsing, query and spatial analysis etc, this system is interactive and clear. 3D 
campus model can optimize the leadership and management system with its intuitive properties, in favour 
of highly centralizing、configuring and interacting campus planning information. 
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Abstract 

Construction monitoring in bridge construction and reinforcement is an essential part of the 
reconstruction project. Monitoring the linear deflection and stress of the bridge make it possible to solve 
problems in time, and to ensure consistent with the design. According to the background of Da Xi He No. 
3 bridge reinforcement project and combined with the design scheme of reinforcement and reconstruction, 
this paper expounds the construction monitoring technology and effect on the linear and stress 
monitoring. 

 
Keywords: stone arch bridge, main arch, reinforcement, linear, stress, construction monitoring. 

 
1. Introduction 

Arch bridge is widely used in highway for beautiful shape, pass-over capacity and can fully make use 
of material strength. Stone arch bridge, as a kind of arch bridge, has been built long ago and appears a lot 
of diseases. With the bearing capacity decreasing, unsafe bridge will cause accidents and endanger the 
people’s lives and property. The period of days spend on constructing a new bridge is longer. It will cost 
enormous amount of money and certainly cause the traffic interruption for months. Therefore, it seems 
the bridge reinforcement is one of the best choices. To ensure the construction quality and constructing 
the bridge safely, the construction of monitor is essential in the reinforcement construction process[2]. 
Based on the background of DaXiHe No. 3 bridge reinforcement project, this paper offers reference for 
similar bridge construction monitoring by introducing deformation monitoring and stress monitoring 
method. 

 
2. Project summary and reinforcement methods 

2.1. Project summary 

DaXiHe No. 3 bridge is a stone arch bridge, located in Fuling, a district belong to the city of 
Chongqing in China. It is 90 meters long (including two of 30m of vice-arches and 60 meters of main 
arch) and 20 meters wide (including 6.8 meters of traffic lanes and 0.75 meters of pavement on each side). 
The arch axis of main arch utilizes the catenary curve. The net span of main arch is 60 meters and rise is 
11.25 meters. The rise to span ratio is 0.1875. The net span of spandrel arch is 4 meters and rise is 1 
meters. The rise to span ratio is 0.25.The bridge deck system is 1.2%. The layout of the bridge is shown in 
figure 1.
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Fig. 1. The layout of DaXiHe No. 3 bridge (unit: mm) 

 

2.2. The scheme of the reinforcement design of the main arch bridge 

In this paper, the main arch reinforcement is studied. To minimize the damage of the original structure, 
simplify the reinforcement structure, safe and convenient construction, the main arch was reinforced by 
C-S-C (concrete-stone- concrete) method. 

(1)The filled spandrel of main arch: Under axial pressure and positive bending moments, which is 
easy to appear the over- tensile -stress on lower limb under the most unfavorable effect combination. 
Hence the filled spandrel of main arch reinforcement can adopt l-shaped reinforced concrete arch rib as 
an auxiliary of the original stone main arch stress, and reduce the trouble and risk of dismantling 
construction on the filled spandrel of main arch. l -shaped reinforced concrete arch rib is shown in figure 
2. 

(2)The open spandrel of main arch: Under axial pressure and negative bending moments, and it is easy 
to appear the over- tensile -stress on upper limb under the most unfavorable effect combination. Hence 
the filled spandrel of main arch reinforcement can adopt trough type reinforced concrete arch rib as an 
auxiliary of the original stone main arch stress. Trough type reinforced concrete arch rib is shown in 
figure 3. 

(3)It is essential to set transverse struts between left and right through type reinforced concrete arch 
rib with the appropriate spacing in the corresponding position of cross wall and cross section. It greatly 
improves the integrity of bridge. 

(4) The trough type reinforced concrete arch rib in the foot is joined to the reinforced concrete 
abutment; subsequently a new framework of reinforced concrete arch ribs is formed. 

The new concrete structure works together with the stone structure which mainly relies on the 
compatibility of deformation. It increases the area of section and the moment of inertia and decreases the 
stress of the original stone arch [3]. The main arch reinforcement improves bearing capacity. The 
reinforced main arch is shown in figure 4. 
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Main arch Transverse struts

I-shaped reinforced concrete arch rib

 
Fig.2. I-shaped reinforced concrete arch rib. 

 

Main arch Transverse struts

Trough type reinforced concrete arch rib

 
Fig. 3. Trough type reinforced concrete arch rib. 

 

Trough type reinforced
concrete arch rib

I-shaped reinforced
concrete arch rib

Transverse struts

Reinforced concrete abutment

 
Fig.4. The elevation of reinforced main arch (unit: mm) 

 

3. Deformation monitor 

The observation data of deflection and plane position is an important content during its construction. 
Ensuring the process of bridge reinforcement is safe. To reduce the influence of other factors as far as 
possible, the observation data of deflection and plane position should be measured in the low temperature 
(in the morning before the sun come out).The temperature should be recorded at the same time[4]. The 
effects of main construction steps on displacement can be reflected by deformation monitor. 

 
3.1. The selection of deformation monitoring location and measurement method 

The monitor points corresponding to main control sections (vault, arch foot, L/4) on the main arch 
should be chosen in the upstream and downstream of bridge deck. The monitor points are shown in figure 
4. In the upstream of bridge deck, the base point is 1#.The monitor points of arch foot is 2# and 6#. The 
monitor points of L/4 of main arch are 3# and 5#. The monitor points of vault are 4#. In the downstream 
of bridge deck, the base point is 7#.The monitor points of arch foot is 8# and 11#. The monitor points of 
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L/4 of main arch are 9# and 12#. The monitor points of vault are 10#. Steel rules ought to be set up at 
each monitor points by a certain elevation [5]. The deformation of bridge deck is measured by relative 
level of elevation. The change of elevation between twice measurements is the deformation of main arch 
between twice measurements. 

 
3.2. The selection of deformation measurement 

As a result of long span of main arch, large amount of concrete volume and difficult construction, the 
concreting of main arch was divided into five times to complete. The first concreting is from arch foot to 
the first cross wall. The first concreting is from arch foot to the first cross wall. The second concreting is 
from the first cross wall to the second cross wall. The third concreting is from the second cross wall to the 
third cross wall. The fourth concreting is from the third cross wall to the fourth cross wall. The fifth 
concreting is on the filled spandrel of main arch. Each concreting is symmetrical construction. Each time 
before and after the concreting is essential stage of construction, starting from the beginning of the main 
arch reinforcement. 

 
3.3. The comparison for deformation measurement data and model data 

In advance of the main arch reinforcement, the initial data was measured. The next step is measure 
deformation many times as soon as possible as it is a vital stage of construction. The construction should 
be shut down and analyze the outcome for the incident when the deformation measurement data has 
change dramatically. 

 

 
Fig.5. The model of main arch reinforcement of DaXiHe No. 3 bridge. 

 
The model used to simulate the every important construction process should be built before the 

measurement of main arch reinforcement. This bridge is modeled by the finite element software Midas 
Civil and by using beam element. The whole bridge model is a total of 744 nodes, 592 units [6]. The 
model is shown in figure 5. 

The construction stage joint interface method is used to simulate the process of main arch 
reinforcement. Firstly, the main arch section at each construction stage should be confirmed. After that, 
every stage of construction should be built. Then the new concrete section should be activated in suitable 
construction stages. So the original stone main arch and the new concrete arch rib are combined into a 
new main arch. Based on the stiffness of two kinds of components and the principle of deflections 
consistency, the internal force and stress of new main arch is distributed. Besides the shrinkage and creep 
caused by different material age should be taken into consideration [7]. The relative elevation can be 
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calculated by dealing with model data, and then compare model data and measurement data. The 
measurement data is shown in table 1. The model data is shown in table 2. 

 
Table 1.The measurement data of deformation of main arch reinforcement-relative elevation (unit: mm). 

                

Condition  

 Monitor point 

Before the 

main arch 

reinforcemen

t 

The first 

concreting

The second 

concreting

The third 

concreting

The fourth 

concreting 

The fifth 

concreting

Base point1 1       

Arch foot of 

Fuling 
2 2.2 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.2 

L/4 of Fuling 3 5.7 5.7 6.1 5.9 5.9 5.8 

Vault 4 8.9 8.6 9.2 9.5 8.9 9.4 

L/4 of Wulong 5 5.8 5.8 6.4 6.1 6.1 6.4 

Arch foot of 

Wulong 
6 1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1 1.3 

Base point  7       

Arch foot of 

Fuling 
8 5 5.2 5.3 5 4.9 4.8 

L/4 of Fuling 9 8.7 8.8 9.1 8.6 9 8.9 

Vault 10 10.9 11 11.4 10.6 10.9 11.1 

L/4 of Wulong 11 6.9 7.1 7.5 6.9 7.1 7.1 

Arch foot of 

Wulong 
12 4.2 4.2 4.4 4.3 4.2 4 

Note: “L” stands for the length of main arch. the same below. 

 

Table2. The model data of deformation of main arch reinforcement-relative elevation (unit: mm). 

Condition 

Monitor point 

Before the 

main arch 

reinforcement 

The first 

concreting

The second 

concreting 

The third 

concreting

The fourth 

concreting 

The fifth 

concreting

Base point1       

Arch foot of Fuling 1.201 1.21 1.237 1.267 1.28 1.239 

L/4 of Fuling 7.32 7.329 7.447 7.787 8.137 8.754 

Vault 11.593 11.296 10.38 9.759 9.395 13.981 

L/4 of Wulong 6.77 6.804 6.973 7.313 7.594 8.013 

Arch foot of Wulong 0.887 0.903 0.948 0.99 1.001 0.923 

 
It is indicate that vault is the most liable to deform in the process of reinforcement after comparing the 

measurement deformation data and the model data of main arch reinforcement. It is followed by part L/4. 
Subsequently; the deformation of arch foot is extremely small. Considering the precision of level and 
steel rule, temperature, wind speed, the manual measurement error and other factors, it is inevitable for 
the difference between the measurement data and the model data. In general, the change trend of 
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measurement data is consistent with the change trend of model data, besides the change of measurement 
data is hold within modest bounds. 

 
4. Stress monitoring 

4.1. The selection of stress monitoring location and measurement method 

Considering cost of the monitoring, it is impossible for each section of all the components to monitor 
stress. In general, the monitors are specifically buried on the critical sections so that the critical control 
sections could take place of all control sections [8]. Consequently, the stress state of the entire bridge 
could be controlled on the whole and get the most valuable information at cost savings. The sections of 
stress data acquisition are mainly at arch foot, L/4 and vault in main arch which are in a high stress area 
or repeated stress area and which are the most easily broken. They are most representative for security 
status and the most sensitive to precursor information of potential risk [9]. 

The equipment of stress monitoring is vibrating wire sensors which reflect stress of construction by 
the change of frequencies. The vibration frequency will be altered followed by the change of the distance 
between the two endpoints under changed load. The stress increment measured will be accurately 
calculated though the change of vibration frequency. Vibrating wire sensors with characteristics of high 
precision and small size which have been widely used for monitoring the safety of bridge [10].What calls 
for special attention is that the measurement of stress data is controlled within 3hrs before sunrise in order 
to avoid the influence of temperature. The layout of vibrating wire sensors is shown in figure 6. 

 

Fig.6. The layout of vibrating wire sensors 

 

4.2. Comparison of the stress measurement data with the stress model data 

The stress value on each construction stage can be searched in the output of the main arch 
reinforcement model. Plus the change of stress on critical control sections on each construction stage can 
be forecasted. Therefore the model data   provide strong support for safety control in construction and 
construction technology and quality. Receiving the initial data before the measurement of main arch 
reinforcement, and then measure stress data many times as soon as possible in important construction 
stages. The construction should be shut down and analyze the results of the incident when the stress data 
of measurement has changed dramatically [11]. The stress data of measurement is shown in table 3. 
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Table 3. The stress measurement on each construction stage (unit: MPA) 

  

Condition 

Monitor point 

Before the main 

arch reinforcement

The first 

concreting

The second 

concreting 

The third 

concreting

The fourth 

concreting 

The fifth 

concreting

Upper limb of arch foot 

of Wulong 
-0.5004 -0.60048 -0.63384 -0.70056 -0.70056 -0.76728

Lower limb of arch foot 

of Wulong 
-0.90072 -0.96744 -1.03416 -1.06752 -1.03416 -1.1676 

L/4 of Wulong -0.6672 -0.70056 -0.76728 -0.73392 -0.6672 -0.76728

Upper limb of vault -0.834 -0.6672 -0.76728 -0.80064 -0.80064 -0.73392

Lower  limb of vault -1.16792 -1.16784 -1.1012 -1.16792 -1.16792 -1.13432

L/4 of Fuling -0.43352 -0.5004 -0.43368 -0.5004 -0.46704 -0.73392

Upper limb of arch foot 

of Fuling 
-0.60048 -0.63384 -0.70056 -0.63384 -0.70056 -0.80064

Lower limb of arch foot 

of Fuling 
-0.93408 -1.23432 -1.23432 -1.3344 -1.3344 -1.26768

 
Because of the model being built by using beam element in Midas Civil, the stress of beam element in 

output are just the cross-section mean stress. Whatever the stress value of beam element in construction 
stage or the stress value of beam element in completion stage should be searched in the table of analysis 
results. The stress data of model is shown in table4. 

Table4.The stress of model on each construction stage (unit: MPA) 

 
In order to be convenient to view the change of stress on main control sections, five broken line 

graphs are made. They are shown in figure7-11. 

 
Fig.7. The change of stress on arch foot of Wulong 
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          Condition    

Monitor point 

Before the main 

arch 

reinforcement 

The first 

concreting

The second 

concreting 

The third 

concreting

The fourth 

concreting 

The fifth 

concreting 

Arch foot of Wulong -1.35 -1.37 -1.38 -1.4 -1.42 -1.51 

L/4 of Wulong -0.994 -0.996 -1 -1.02 -1.06 -1.12 

Vault -0.946 -0.948 -0.957 -0.977 -0.99 -1.12 

L/4 of Fuling -0.982 -0.983 -0.991 -0.101 -1.05 -1.11 

Arch foot of Fuling ` -1.39 -1.4 -1.42 -1.44 -1.54 
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Fig.8. The change of stress on L/4 of Wulong 

 

 

Fig.9. The change of stress on vault 
 

 

Fig.10. The change of stress on arch foot of Fuling 
 

 

Fig.11. The change of stress on arch foot of Fuling 
 

It is observed that the stress of arch foot、L/4 and vault have a tendency to gradually increase, however 
the variation is small. The stress on critical control sections for each construction stage are in state of 
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compression and no more tension stress. It shows that the stress of arch foot、L/4 and vault are reasonable. 
Accordingly, we can ensure that the stress measurement value on each section is less than the stress 
model value and the limit value. The main arch is within safe levels and stress which can meet the 
requirement of the specifications. 

 
5. Conclusion 

By deformation monitoring, stress measurement and the finite element model analysis for the 
construction stages of main arch reinforcement of DaXiHe No.3 Bridge, we can get the following main 
conclusions: 

1. Vault is the most liable to deform in the process of reinforcement. It is followed by part L/4.The 
deformation of arch foot is particularly small. Because of the deformation being most easily detected in 
monitoring, the vault is the most important part of measurement on similar deformation monitoring in the 
future. 

2. The stress on critical control sections on each construction stage are in state of compression. What 
is more, they have a tendency to gradually increase, however the variation is small. This shows that the 
adverse impact of C-S-C (concrete-stone-concrete) method on the original construction is very small and 
the integrity and bearing capacity of bridge are improved significantly. The good reinforcement effect of 
bridge will prolong the service life of bridge. 

The bridge has been safe and stable during the construction process of the main arch. The deformation 
and stress monitoring of main arch provide valuable guidance and reference for the construction. 
Monitoring work shows the results are satisfying. 
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Abstract 

Privacy preserving is an important direction in data mining. The purpose is to get mining results using 
data mining tools at the premise of disclosing private data. Researchers have propose some algorithms for 
privacy preserving, these algorithms include both horizontally and vertically partitioned data, but only 
few algorithms on privacy preserving clustering, and these algorithms with high complexity and low 
efficiency, mostly based on k-means, based on two partiesor depend on a trusted third party. The security 
and reliability meet with the needs of users difficulty. This paper summarizes the features of privacy 
preserving clustering data mining algorithms by analyzing and comparing some currented representative 
ones which include data modification, secure multiparty computation, anonymous in the light of data 
distribution Furthermore according to the comparison, some evaluation standards are brought forward to 
develop new effective algorithms for future research, such as, the degree of privacy preserving, 
complexity of the algorithm, the efficiency of the algorithm, and analyze the influence of a variety of 
privacy preserving algorithms on clustering results. 

 
Keywords:   privacy preserving; clustering; data mining. 

 
1. Introduction 

Recently, Data mining technology has been rapid development and gained many achievements, 
however, produced the issues of information security and privacy protection at the same time. One of the 
recent research focus in the field of data mining is how to dig out the useful information while 
maintaining privacy. The clustering is an important research in the field of data mining. There are many 
kinds of clustering methods[1],such as partition-based methods、density-based methods、grid- based 
methods、model-based methods and so on. This article will describe the problem of the privacy protection 
in the process of clustering, and discusses clustering techniques based on privacy protection. There are 
two requirements clustering mining based on privacy protection: can’t share individual privacy data while 
clustering; privacy can be not deduced from the results of mining. Today, many privacy protection 
technologies are proposed in different data mining models. the main methods including data conversion、
secure multi-party protocol and k-anonymization methods etc. The idea of clustering-based privacy 
protection of data conversion is to make real sensitive data unknown through matrix to transformation 
data, and then conduct clustering analysis. Clustering based on secure multi-party protocols, mainly by 
constructing secure multi-party protocol; make a group of participants that will eventually learn the global 
clustering information in the case of only to have their own private information. Secure Multiparty 
Computation is generally used for a distributed database. The aim of based on k-anonymization is to 
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resolve the problem of privacy leaks due to link attack. 
2. Privacy Protection Technology Based on Data transformation 

Data transformation technique is a primary method of data perturbation method, which is a common 
method to solve privacy protection in the data mining. The main idea of data perturbation technique is to 
protect the effectiveness of data mining and statistics, meanwhile, to make the real data value of 
individual or department not be disclosed by converting the data. Because the converted data can’t reflect 
the real data value of individual or department, so even if the data item is associated with an individual, 
the individual’s privacy will not be violated. One of the main methods of perturbation technologies is data 
transformation [2], which hided the real data value by converting data records, but ensured a reliable 
statistical result at the same time. 

 Stanley R.M. Oliveia described in detail several common data transformation methods in the 
literature[2], including Translation Data Transformation process(TDP) 、Scaling Data Transformation 
Process(SDP)、Rotating Data Transformation Process(RDP)、Hybrid Data Transformation Process
（HDP）,here is not introduce more. 

 
2.1 Privacy protection method based on isometric transformation data 

Isometric transformation is that if : n nT R R is a transformation of an n-dimensional space,for any 

two points p and q in nR ,meet ( ) ( )T p T q p q   ,soT is called an isometric transformation of

nR .Privacy protection degree is represented by var( )X X   ,wherein X represents a property value 

before perturbation, and X  represents a property value after perturbation, and

2
1 2

1

1var( ) var( , , , ) ( )
n

n i
i

X x x x x x
n 

    ,wherein x is the average value of 1 2, , , nx x x . 

RBT algorithm[5] is an improved rotation algorithm on the basis of simple rotation. RBT algorithm to 
avoid misclassification of data points just by rotating property vector pairs. Secondly, standardize the data 
before converting the data. The purpose of standardization is to keep the correlation between the data 
points, simultaneously, to better protect the original property value, finally, get the correct clustering 
results. The main process shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 RBT algorithmic process 
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standardization and Z-SCORE standardization. 
The second step is data transformation. The step of data transformation is that assumed that 

standardized data matrix is D , privacy protection degrees are separately 1 , 2 .The step of the 

transformation is that firstly, select the property vector pairs. Select k pairs of property vector iA and jA ,

i j in D .If the number of property is even, then /2k n ,otherwise ( 1)/2k n  .Note that the selection 
of property vector pairs is not continuous, The way to select safely is that arbitrarily select property vector 
pairs, if n is odd ,then last selected property and any converted property has been combined again, after 
transform property vector pairs. ① Isometric transform property vector pairs, which makes

( , ) ( , )i j i jV A A R V A A    ,wherein ( , )i jV A A represents the corresponding values of iA and jA .②Solve 

the range of  that is required by privacy protection degrees of 1 and 2 .  must meet the condition 

of 
1( )i ivar A A   and 2( )j jvar A A   ,wherein 1 0  , 2 0  .③Randomly select that satisfies 

some conditions, bringing it into the transformation formula of ①，calculate converted property vector 

pairs of 
iA  and 

jA  , i j . 

Geometric data transform method [3] and RBT algorithm for privacy protection is simple and efficient, 
these methods are intended only for data processing before clustering, therefore, data perturbation method 
is independent of various clustering methods. In other words, such methods are generally applicable to 
any clustering algorithm, and have a more reliable mathematical foundation. Simple translation, scaling 
and rotation will change the correlation between data points, RBT algorithm has been improved for this 
problem, and use privacy protection degree to determine selected range of converting the angle, and to 
ensure that it has good effects of privacy protection in most cases. 

Data transform algorithm[4] based on isometric transformation maintains a constant distance between 
two points in the process of perturbation, it could very well perturb the data, protect privacy, while 
allowing clustering results are not affected. When RBT transforms any paired property vector pairs, 
randomly selects one isometric transformation to transform, in the process of transformation, the relative 
privacy protection degree according to be required determines selected range of converted angle 
 ,ultimately, select randomly converted angle in the range meet the requirements. 

 
2.2 Privacy protection clustering based on orthogonal transformation 

It proposed conversion method of orthogonal transformation (OBT) on the basis of RBT, and make 
use of proved theorem to establish matrix library in advance, make not to require a lot of computation 
time when transforming. Certainly, in which it is not always necessary for all n properties of the original 
data to transform, take into efficiency account, the most common situation is to transform for several joint 
properties step by step. In fact, do a orthogonal transformation for a joint property is equivalent to all the 
properties to do a joint orthogonal transformation, and orthogonal transformation closed on multiplication, 
which ensures a series of results of orthogonal transformation of joint properties is ultimately an 
orthogonal transformation for the original data. 

OBT does mainly orthogonal transformation on any paired pairwise independent property vectors, for 
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every property vectors, randomly selected an orthogonal matrix that meets the requirements to orthogonal 
transformation from matrix library, and then outputs the transformed data. Firstly algorithms assume that 
the data matrix is personal numerical data that must be converted to protect before only included in 
clustering, and data has been standardized by z-score method; of course, property vectors must also be 
pairwise independent and need to convert enough data. In the transformation, there are two key steps: 

Establish a matrix library, this part may be done before transforming, and can build any dimension 
orthogonal matrix library to meet the minimum requirements of the privacy protection, but in the general 
case, it is enough to build only two and three dimensional matrix library. 

Select and transform property vector pairs. Property vector transformed is pairwise independent, in 
order to simple calculation, it commonly used every two property vectors make a pair, each of the two 

properties of vectors io , jo i j are randomly divided into a pair; if the number of property vector is 

odd, finally the remaining three are paired, and randomly select the orthogonal matrix are exchanged from 
the matrix library. 

According to Johnson-Lindenstrauss’s theorem [7], the distance between the data points of 
high-dimensional feature space to low-dimensional feature space remains basically unchanged, which 
proposed privacy protection clustering method based on random orthogonal matrix. The experimental 
results show that this method is simple, but which played a role in protecting privacy under the 
circumstance of doing not affect the clustering results. 

 

3. Clustering algorithm based on secure multiparty protocols 

Yao first proposed problem of secure both parties computation in 1986,next which evolved problem of 
secure multiparty computation. It first combines systematically secure multiparty computation(SMC) 
problem and privacy protection data mining[8].The definition of SMC problem is a group of participants 
calculated mistrust each other ;they want to agree on a secure function, and the input function is provided 
by the participants, and function should ensure that each participant can still get the correct results even if 
in the case of dishonest participants, and can only get the results of the pre-set function, the input of each 
participant relative to other participants is invisible. When there is dependable other, SMC problem does 
not exist, but it is difficult to find dependable other party in reality, or does not exist at all. SMC problem 
is to discuss based on the absence of a dependable third party, and more for protecting sensitive data in a 
distributed environment. 

Security protocol to protect data privacy, first obtains k initial cluster centers using hierarchical 
clustering algorithm, and then uses k-means clustering algorithm to obtain accurate k clusters. In order to 
reduce IO operations, reduce traffic, reduce the workload on secure multiparty computation, improve 
computational efficiency, to build identification information (sites, object identity) of linear form storing 
n objects in SP party, the object here is identify through data party encrypted, and the linear form of 
permanent memory. Meanwhile, in order to get the distance between all points in the data matrix, it needs 
to construct the dissimilarity matrix. Dissimilarity matrix is a cluster-cluster structure, dissimilarity matrix 

d of n n  stores distance between n clusters or dissimilarity, ijd  represents the distance between the 

cluster and the cluster of the first i-j, in 0iid  , ij jid d .Therefore, there are only elements below the 

diagonal stored in the matrix. Each data party to build its local dissimilarity matrix and send it to SP,SP 
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collects sent local dissimilarity matrix from parties and the distance between the point-to-point from 
different parties, and get the global dissimilarity matrix. And using of clustering feature tree to describe 
the cluster structure, and SMC protocols use cluster analysis to solve the problem of privacy protection 
methods, it not only good for privacy, but also to ensure the accuracy of mining results. however, existing 
solutions are only for the problem of cluster analysis privacy protection using Euclidean distance to 
measure the distance between data, and for others, such as density-based clustering, connection-based 
clustering, the problem of cluster analysis privacy protection cannot put a good solution to the need for 
further analysis and research. 

 
4. The clustering of privacy protection based on anonymous 

Recently, many studies of privacy protection have focused on the protection of the individual 
identification information in the shared data set, privacy protection model[9] about this aspect are mainly: 
k-mapping, k-uncertain and k-anonymization. 

K-mapping aims to make the target data in each record must be at least corresponding to the entities in 
k external data source. This prevents the user to connect an external data table to determine the identity of 
the owner of the data record. However, the external data source is not the only in many cases, therefore, 
specific programs of privacy protection is difficult only determined. the issue by the external data source 
brought about the uncertainty is eliminated by The k-anonymity model, further requires that tuples of 
target data set corresponding to the individual is difficult to distinguish with other tuples corresponding to 
the individual. When the owner of data publishes data set, it usually remove the property field(often 
declare the primary key or “unique”) able to directly identify the individual, such as name, identify card 
number. However, some seemingly less important properties of non “unique” combined, often only able 
to determine the identify of the individual. In the data set[9] treated by k-anonymity algorithm, any tuple 
are able to find at least 2k   other tuples, and makes these tuples on all the “quasi-identifier” property 
has the same property value. Thus, the user can not distinguish from the individual is represented by k 
tuples. As k-uncertainty model, it does not only require more than the property of k tuples on the 
composition of the “quasi-identifier” have full equal value, but also requires that can not distinguish 
between different tuple “quasi-identifier”, it is a generalized form of k-anonymity model, but informed 
the statistical results on “quasi-identifier” on the rear, and k-uncertainty model may disclose specific 
property values on “quasi-identifier”. 

The process of k-anonymity is mainly achieved by generalizing the property value. Due to the theory 
demonstrates that using generalization operation to achieve k-anonymity is the NP-Hard problem, 
therefore, using different strategies to optimize the process of generalization of this data is anonymized 
research’s focus. This includes the global generalization according to properties and partial generalization 
according to tuple. Document[9] provides tools that could balance the characteristics of global 
generalization and partial generalization. Meanwhile, the method of constructing the overall classification 
tree on the data collection of k-anonymity more than satisfied, as well as data collection on multiple 
related data sheets or continuous increase in the implementation of anonymity also recently been 
proposed. Except through generalizing and suppressing operations to deal with quasi-identifier property, 
the document[10] also used a clustering algorithm to anonymize data collection. 

 
5. Assessment of algorithm   

The degree of privacy protection: in order to compare the level of different transformation for privacy 
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protection methods to assess data security by group database to assess the degree of privacy protection. 

the degree of privacy protection var( )X X   ,wherein X represents a property value before 

perturbation, and X     represents a property value after perturbation, further 
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    ,wherein x is the average value of 1 2, , , nx x x .These 

assessments are worth out based on the number of property value after perturbation close to the original. 
In addition, in privacy protection, you need to assess how likely the transformed data may be estimated, 
may be referred to the uncertainty of privacy. There is no uniform standard to the uncertainty in the 
quantitative determination of this indicator of privacy. The ultimate goal of privacy is to prevent some 
unauthorized operation to destroy the privacy of information or disclosure certain sensitive information, 
therefore, we should guard attackers and against data theft who use a variety of data mining algorithms to 
discover and mining their own privacy data information, greater chance of reducing the hidden 
information is used by some way directly accessed and increase the ability of resisting malicious party to 
cheat. 

The performance of algorithm: the main consideration is the cost of time and costs of transportation 
between both parties. That is contrast that the complexity of need of the algorithm hides a particular 
collection of sensitive information, the cost of calculation higher, indicating that the lower the 
performance of the technology; the complexity of the transmission higher, the lower performance. 
Usefulness of the data: the final stage of the process of privacy protection data mining, that need to 
consider the usefulness of the data, this is a very important indicator, and privacy protection of the 
usefulness of the data includes two aspects: protecting privacy information and ensure of the greatest 
degree the usefulness of the data, and privacy protection is the hardware requirements that must be met, 
and the usefulness of the data required to achieve optimal. To hide sensitive data, such as the use of 
perturbation technology on the original data, will result in loss of information accuracy, and precision loss 
depends on techniques of data mining on the use of data, such as clustering, accuracy loss can be 
achieved by comparing the results before and after clustering privacy. 

Expansibility: in addition to the above evaluation index of the effectiveness, based on the evaluation 
index of the efficiency has also been extended. considered on the basis of the cost of computation plus 
expansibility index, including the ability to handle high-dimensional data, and the capabilities to process 
different data types, and full account of the implementation of this algorithm on the expertise 
requirements(mainly refers to the parameters’ identification and selection). 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper does a certain presentation and analysis for the current typical algorithm, and 
comprehensively proposed evaluation criteria of that the algorithm of privacy protection data is good or 
bad. These algorithms are not very different in practical aspects of data, and the data can be well protected 
in the aspect of privacy protection degree, so that your personal information or sensitive information will 
not be disclosed, while clustering results were not affected. However, due to clustering problem is not as 
mature as the association rules, and also not as widely used as association rules, together with the privacy 
issue is just being people pay attention to it in recent years, so the privacy of clustering algorithms are still 
many shortcomings and deficiencies. For example, most of the existing algorithms for privacy preserving 
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clustering is processed for numeric data, and treatment for other types of data is quite rare, and there is a 
certain complementary between some algorithm, how to combine the different algorithms in order to 
improve the performance and applicability of the algorithm to improve the degree of privacy protection, 
will be an important direction we need to study in the future. 
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Abstract 

In the experiment of Neutral Beam Injection (NBI), Experimental Data Publishing Software (EDPS) 
is developed to get experimental data monitored remotely. Adopting B/S module,EDPS publishes 
information, such as experimental configurations and results on the Internet dynamically. The design and 
implementation of how EDPS uses the present information source in NBI Control System (NBICS), the 
procedure EDPS handles the requests from clients and displays the information on web pages are 
introduced in this paper. 
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1. Introduction 

NBI system is employed on Experimental Advanced Superconducting Tokomak (EAST) for plasma 
heating and plasma current driving to support the steady-state operation and physical research [1].NBICS 
is a subsystem which takes charge of monitoring the experimental operation process and interlock 
protection. Besides, it implements data collection processing and network communication [2]. During the 
experiment, NBICS collects experimental configuration, current value and voltage value of magnet power 
supply, gas valve, arc power supply, etc. This information makes great contribution to experimental result 
analysis. 

EDPS acquires experimental data and publishes them on the Internet. With the implementation of 
EDPS, users who cannot get access to the Local Area Network (LAN) of NBI system can get an approach 
to experimental data acquisition. 

 

2. Requirement and Analysis of EDPS 

NBICS consists of four levels: remote control level, main control level, field control level and video 
monitoring level [3]. In each discharge, Main Control Console (MCC) in remote control level sends 
configuration to Main Control Server (MCS) which is located in main control level. Then MCS transits 
the command to subsystems and acquires the results collected in field control level. In this process, MCS 
saves all configurations and results. For the sake of analyzing the data, this information needs to be 
published beyond the LAN. Take security into consideration, MCS needs to be isolated from Internet in 
case that the data are modified illegally. So a platform connected with main control net and Internet is 
established. EDPS is software running on this platform, collecting experimental data and publishing them 
on the Internet. EDPS is implemented with the following specific functions: 
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a. During the experiment, EDPS displays the current configurations of the experiment, including shot 
number, voltage, and amplitude and pulse width of each sub-system. 

b. EDPS displays experimental results collected by different channels in the form of waveform 
dynamically. 

c. EDPS offers inquiry service for historical data, such as experimental configurations, spectrum 
results, etc. 

 
3. Implementation 

EDPS adopts B/S model. Clients can access data on the server by using a browser. This model 
decreases the burden of clients and developers. Besides, it provides an easier way to update software. The 
architecture of EDPS is shown in Fig. 1 (parts in dotted box). Data acquisition module takes charge of the 
communication with MCS to acquire experimental data. Request processing module processes requests 
from clients and transmits data between server and web page display module. Web page display module 
displays experimental data in appropriate forms on web pages. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 Architecture of EDPS(parts in dotted box) 
 

4. Design of Data Acquisition Module 

In this module, programs standard TCP/IP protocol structure is defined as it is are developed in C/C++ 
language, with a C/S program model based on and multi-threading technology. The NBI TCP 
communication data structure is defined as it is shown in Fig.2. The numbers at the top of figure express 
the size of bytes in different fields[4]. In every discharge, MCS sends information under this structure 
then EDPS analyzes the information and an interface for request processing module. Saves the data into 
MySQL database thus provide. 

 
 
 
 
` 
 
 

Fig.2 Definition of the NBI TCP communication data structure 
 

5. Design of Request Processing Module 

In this module, Java Web techniques, especially servlet, Asynchronous JavaScript and XML (AJAX) 
are applied to process requests from clients. Taking advantages of specific class, servlet based on Java 
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checks whether the requests is legal, then servlet invokes specific Java Bean to handle the requests and 
transmits responses to Web page display module or AJAX programs. Java Bean mainly handles the 
database by taking advantage of the application of connection pool. The work procedure of Java Bean is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3 Work procedure of Java Bean 
 
AJAX is adopted to implement partial update of web pages in order to avoid the waste of bandwidth 

[5]. The programs are developed by JavaScript which are embedded into Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML) or Java Server Page (JSP). Since experimental data change dynamically, AJAX programs send 
requests to servlet in every period to get the new information from database. In this way, web pages are 
refreshed dynamically to show the changes. The application of AJAX frameworks optimizes this module. 

 
6. Design of Web Page Display Module 

Experimental data are published in the form of table and waveform. This module is developed mainly 
relying on JSP and HTML. Some configurations are shown in the form of tables which can be directly 
printed on web pages, while other data, such as the amplitude and pulse wide of power supply, results 
collected from different channels are better to be displayed in the form of waveform. 

Waveform is generated by JFreeChart, which is a library developed by Java. This library supports for 
many output types, including Swing components, image files (including PNG and JPEG), and vector 
graphics file formats (including PDF, EPS and SVG) [6]. In this module, waveform is imported by image 
files. Apply data by using the Class `chartUtilities' and use themethod ‘writeChartAsJEPG’ to output 
image in format of JPEG. Using the method ‘writeRenderingInfo’ can generate MAP data. MAP data 
enables clients to read the accurate value of each point of the waveform by keeping the mouse pointer 
staying. The work flow of generating waveform by JFreeChart is shown in Fig. 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                       Fig.4 Work flow of generating a waveform by JFreeChart 
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7. Conclusion 

The design and implementation of each sub module of EDPS are described in this paper. EDPS meets 
the requirements of publishing configuration and experimental results dynamically and providing service 
for inquiry. By adopting B/S, EDPS provides a method to analyze experimental data for those people on 
the Internet network. 
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